
De Loecker, Goldberg, Khandelwal, and Pavcnik

• Been discussing welfare analysis of policy change.

— Example of hospital mergers: demand model used to es-

timate supply side (given modeling assumptions)

— Example of gains from variety, estimate demand elastici-

ties, plus in variety and prices

• Today, talk about a line of literature that uses production side
information



Model

•  = ()Ω

— firm  , product , time 

—  variable inputs,  fixed inputs facing adjustment

costs

— 
 and 


 price of variable and fixed inputs

• Note Strong Assumptions

— Production function is product specific

—  twice continuously differentiable...



— Hicks Neutral productivity is log additive and firm specific

— Expenditures on all variable and fixed inputs are attribut-

able to products

— State variables of the firm are ( =1  
,Ω )

— Firms minized short-run costs taking output quantity and

input prices are agiven.
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Note  is the marginal cost of product  to firm . Rearranging

and multplying both sides by



yields
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Now define:
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expenditure share :  =






Then
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• Builds on Hall (1988), recent treatment of De Loecker and
Warzynski (AER 2012), difference here is the 



Say a little bit about De Loecker and Warzynski

• Wanted  (note drop the  and . The  because single

product. The  because with the structure it drops out.

 = ( ;) +  + 

= ( ;) +  + 

• If have  can calculate  . There are econometric issues in

estimating . Follow Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) and Olley

and Pakes and use a control function approach.

— Let  = (  ) be demand for materials (
include things like input pricess)



— Monotonic under mild conditions, so invert it, to  =

(  ), so have
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• Let’s use the translog functional form for ( ;), and

focus on a value-added version,
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• In the first stage run the following nonparametric regression:
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and obtain estimates of expected output ̂ and an estimate

for .. Expected output given by
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• Note for given values of  can solve out for estimate of ̂

• Second stage uses law of motion for productivity

 = (−1) + 

• Orthgonality condition is that the innovation  is uncorre-

lated with − 1 information.

— For a given  run nonparametric regression of ̂ on ̂−1
and then construct (). Then form moments
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• Once have estimate of , off to the races...



Back to this multi-product firm

• If have inputs ( ) product by product, then can do
same thing (treat each product line as a separate firm)

• But when data not disaggregated that way. Two issues

— Don’t see allocation of inputs across products

— See expenditures on inputs, not quantities. Use industry

wide deflators which is a problem because firms may face

different prices, and use different qualities.

• Write output as

 = ( ) +  + 



• Let  be log input quantity

 =  + ̃ −


where

—  is log share of firm input expenditures allocated to

product 

— ̃ observed log expenditures of firm  at time 

— 
 deviation in log price face by firm 

• Substitute into above to get

 = (̃ )+( ̃ )+(  ̃ )++



Solutions

• Find single product firms to estimate 

— do address selection. Allow differences in  (and can

have both selection, as well as a treatment effect)

• Do another control function, modeling input differences, as
based on quality.


 = ()

where  is firm quality and  is firm geography. In practice


 = ( )

where  is marke shares,  is product dummies.



• Will be using the estimates firm specific prices to allocate

inputs efficiently across the firm.

• Come up with estimates of the parameters, estimates of the
inputs, and derives as a bottom line  

• Look at estimates

• After all of this stuff is a second paper doing descriptive analy-
sis of the mark-ups.



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Pass Through

ln = ln + ln

can be written as

ln = ln + ln + ln +
³
ln − ln

´
Suppose run regression

ln =  +  ln + 

Markups constant  = 1 and  = 0. (But measurement error,

etc, so would never get exact fit in reality, but still get  = 1)

Incomplete passthrough get   1.

Check back on



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


